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Development[ edit ] George Lucas , the director and writer of Star Wars, shown here in He was unsuccessful
in pitching his idea to several major Hollywood studios because it was "a little strange". Eventually, Lucas
presented the treatment to 20th Century Fox , and the film was approved. This is what led to the fun and
adventurous tone of the space opera. Of course I realize now how crude and badly done they were So I began
researching and went right back and found where Alex Raymond who had done the original Flash Gordon
comic strips in newspapers had got his idea from. I read through that series, then found that what had sparked
Burroughs off was a science-fantasy called Gulliver on Mars , written by Edwin Arnold and published in That
was the first story in this genre that I have been able to trace. Jules Verne had got pretty close, I suppose, but
he never had a hero battling against space creatures or having adventures on another planet. A whole new
genre developed from that idea. Lucas would discard many of these by the time the final script was written,
but he included several names and places in the final script or its sequels. He used these initial names and
ideas to compile a two-page synopsis titled Journal of the Whills, which told the tale of the training of
apprentice CJ Thorpe as a " Jedi -Bendu" space commando by the legendary Mace Windy. They think I do
weirdo films. We had Westerns, pirate movies, all kinds of great things. Where are the romance, the
adventure, and the fun that used to be in practically every movie made? Lucas and Kurtz, in pitching the film,
said that it would be "low-budget, Roger Corman style, and the budget was never going to be more
thanâ€”well, originally we had proposed about 8 million, it ended up being about Both of those figures are
very low budget by Hollywood standards at the time. Although Ladd did not grasp the technical side of the
project, he believed that Lucas was talented. Lucas later stated that Ladd "invested in me, he did not invest in
the movie. All the books and films and comics that I liked when I was a child. The plot is simpleâ€”good
against evilâ€”and the film is designed to be all the fun things and fantasy things I remember. The word for
this movie is fun. He changed Starkiller to an adolescent boy, and he shifted the general into a supporting role
as a member of a family of dwarfs. However, in this draft, the father is a hero who is still alive at the start of
the film. For example, Luke had several brothers, as well as his father, who appears in a minor role at the end
of the film. The script became more of a fairy tale quest as opposed to the action-adventure of the previous
versions. This version ended with another text crawl, previewing the next story in the series. This draft was
also the first to introduce the concept of a Jedi turning to the dark side: Impressed with his works, Lucas hired
conceptual artist Ralph McQuarrie to create paintings of certain scenes around this time. From the Adventures
of Luke Starkiller. This third draft had most of the elements of the final plot, with only some differences in the
characters and settings. The draft characterized Luke as an only child, with his father already dead, replacing
him with a substitute named Ben Kenobi. Lucas worked with his friends Gloria Katz and Willard Huyck to
revise the fourth draft into the final pre-production script. There are certain traditional aspects of the genre I
wanted to keep and help perpetuate in Star Wars. It goes on forever. Let me sit down and write this for you. A
Space Odyssey , to conceptualize the initial spacecraft models; Alex Tavoularis to create the preliminary
conceptual storyboard sketches of early scripts; and Ralph McQuarrie to visualize the characters, costumes,
props and scenery. Two years later, after completing American Graffiti, Lucas approached McQuarrie and
asked him if he would be interested "in doing something for Star Wars. He commissioned production
designers John Barry and Roger Christian , who were working on the sets of the film Lucky Lady when Lucas
first approached them, to work on the production sets. Christian recounted in George was going right against
that. Although Lucas initially provided funds using his earnings from American Graffiti, it was inadequate. As
they could not afford to dress the sets, Christian was forced to use unconventional methods and materials to
achieve the desired look. He suggested that Lucas use scrap in making the dressings, and the director agreed. I
used to do it with models when I was a kid. Christian wanted the interior of the Falcon to look like that of a
submarine. The massive rebel hangar set was housed at a second sound stage at Shepperton Studios ; the stage
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was the largest in Europe at the time. Most of the visual effects used pioneering digital motion control
photography developed by John Dykstra and his team, which created the illusion of size by employing small
models and slowly moving cameras. However, since the film is a fairy tale , as he had described, "I still
wanted it to have an ethereal quality, yet be well composed and, also, have an alien look. To achieve this, he
hired the British cinematographer Gilbert Taylor. However, he eventually withdrew to work on the Vincente
Minnelli -directed A Matter of Time instead, which "really annoy[ed]" Kurtz. On his decision, Lucas said: His
lighting suggestions were rejected by Taylor, who believed that Lucas was overstepping his boundaries by
giving specific instructions, sometimes even moving lights and cameras himself. Taylor refused to use the
soft-focus lenses and gauze Lucas wanted after Fox executives complained about the look. Gary Kurtz
traveled to the Philippines to scout locations; however, because of the idea of spending months filming in the
jungle would make Lucas "itchy", the director refined his vision and made Tatooine a desert planet instead.
When principal photography began on March 22, , in the Tunisian desert for the scenes on Tatooine, the
project faced several problems. It was all a gray mess, and the robots were just a blur. But George saw it
differently, so we tried using nets and other diffusion. He asked to set up one shot on the robots with a mm,
and the sand and sky just mushed together. Kenny Baker , who portrayed R2-D2, said: The film studio was the
only one of its kind in Britain or America that could cater nine large stages at the same time and allow the
company complete freedom to use its own personnel. He said that "they were all black and gray, with really no
opportunities for lighting at all". To resolve the problem, he worked the lighting into the sets by chopping in
its walls, ceiling and floors. The lighting approach Taylor devised "allowed George to shoot in almost any
direction without extensive relighting, which gave him more freedom. The moon Yavin 4 , which acted as the
rebel base in the film, was filmed in the Mayan temples at Tikal , Guatemala. Lucas selected the location as a
potential filming site after seeing a poster of it hanging at a travel agency while he was filming in Britain. This
inspired him to send a film crew to Guatemala in March to shoot scenes. While filming in Tikal, the crew paid
locals with a six pack of beer to watch over the camera equipment for several days. His directions to the actors
usually consisted of the words "faster" and "more intense". At the same time, after production fell behind
schedule, Ladd told Lucas he had to finish production within a week or he would be forced to shut down
production. Kurtz said that "it came out to be like 9. At one point, the project became so demanding that Lucas
was diagnosed with hypertension and exhaustion and was warned to reduce his stress level. According to an
article in Star Wars Insider No. Richard Chew found the film to have a lethargic pace and to have been cut in a
by-the-book manner: He found that the pace was dictated by the actors instead of the cuts. Hirsch and Chew
worked on two reels simultaneously. The most significant material cut was a series of scenes from the first
part of the film which served to introduce the character of Luke Skywalker. There were too many story lines to
keep straight: So we simplified it by taking out Luke and Biggs". The company had spent half of its budget on
four shots that Lucas deemed unacceptable. Lucas inspired ILM by editing together aerial dogfights.
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The show originally ran in the United Kingdom from 28 September to 19 March In the English-language
version, the titular hero was voiced by David Jason. Contents [ show ] Series Although all the characters in the
series are animals, the adventures of Danger Mouse appear to be taking place alongside the human world;
there are various examples of a mouse-sized Danger Mouse walking through human-scale sets, standing on
table-football tables and, not least, living inside a normal size pillar box. This becomes less consistent as the
series goes on, as many later episodes show the characters as being human size. There are also times when the
cast attempts to deliberately interact with humans such as Duckula mind-controlling human Members of
Parliament to be as showbiz-mad as he is, as well as the episode "Trip to America," where Danger Mouse and
Penfold are seen to interact with a Texan. A recurring setting for episodes was "The North Pole" - so chosen
because the white, snow-covered backgrounds would require minimal painting and colouring. The original
Danger Mouse returned to terrestrial television after the BBC purchased episodes of the series to broadcast in
its daytime schedules with its first broadcast on 12 February Popularity By , Danger Mouse viewing figures
hit an all-time high of It is still best remembered as a Classic ABC programme. It was also the first British
cartoon to break into Cheez TV , being shown on the weekdays. Allan and illustrated by Arthur Ranson , ran
in Look-In magazine and was syndicated in various other magazines. Ranson also provided some backdrops
for the TV series. A series of video games based on the character also appeared. These were re-read by the
cast for audio. Merchandise During its run, the series spawned a wide range of merchandise, including story
books, hardback annuals, jigsaw puzzles, a Panini sticker album, View-Master disks and of course, VHS
releases. In the years since, Danger Mouse products have continued to sell, often aimed at the now-adult
audience which grew up with it, such as t-shirts, mugs, keyrings, fridge magnets and posters. Fremantle media
launched a webshop run by Metrostar e-commerce where a wide variety of goods were for sale, including the
CD Audio adaptation of two Dangermouse episodes using the original artists voices, released by Steve
Deakin-Davies: He speaks 34 languages fluently, including some extraterrestrial ones. He regularly balances
himself on his index finger and bounces up and down on it something that Remo Williams has also been
known to do ; he refers to this as "going into a 7th level Yoga -Hopping Trance". Penfold is often mistaken for
a mole; however, Brian Cosgrove has stated Penfold is supposed to be a hamster. He is the sidekick of Danger
Mouse, whom he calls "Chief". He is a coward codenamed "The Jigsaw," as he goes to pieces when a problem
occurs , becoming terrified at any sign of danger. He appears in every episode accompanying Danger Mouse,
and he is often captured or getting himself into other dangerous situations before needing to be rescued by
Danger Mouse. His main catchphrase is "Crumbs, DM! He also says "Coming, Chief! Nevertheless, he
appears to have some moral fibre, and is willing to resist Evil when things begin to go wrongâ€”at least
temporarily. He is a self-proclaimed expert in the martial art referred to in the cartoon as "kung moggy",
though his skills do not do him much good in practice. He almost always makes ridiculous responses, whether
by misunderstanding or mistaking as a joke, to which DM tells him to "shush". Colonel K voiced by Edward
Kelsey: He previously worked for Special Branch , where, he was known as Special K. He is a champion
piano -thrower, decorated judo expert, the first to climb Mount Everest on a pogo stick , was once an Eskimo ,
took up tap-dancing , was a former kleptomaniac , and cheats at croquet. During the last two seasons, he
became more absent-minded, tending to frustrate both DM and Penfold with his tendency to ramble nonsense.
Other times, he will become frustrated when DM does not immediately respond, such as if DM is in the
middle of a yoga exercise. Professor Heinrich Von Squawkencluck: A mole , despite his avian name which
comes from his first appearance on the show, in which, he was engaged in hormone experiments to grow
chickens to enormous sizes. Speaks in a broken German accent. Penfold is naturally leery of the professor, as
he often winds up on the wrong side of his experiments. Initially, a master of disguise, Agent 57 later gained
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the ability to alter his own molecular structure to transform into any appearance he wished. This ability went
temporarily out of control in one episode when he contracted a cold , causing him to involuntarily change
shape whenever he sneezed. His original appearance was never shown, and as a result of changing his
appearance so many times, he eventually forgot what it was. In the episode where "Agent 57" had sneezing
fits The Spy Who Stayed in with a Cold , Danger Mouse asked him if he could transform himself into his
original appearance; Agent 57 obliged, and Danger Mouse looked down at the floorboard of the Mark III and
was horrified by the sight unseen by the audience. After gathering himself from the shock, Danger Mouse
asked Agent 57 to please transform into something heavier; Agent 57 transformed into a hippo, and the excess
weight dropped the Mark III. His name is a reference to James Bigglesworth. This special squadron was called
to assist Danger Mouse and Penfold to defeat Hannibal Hogartey when he and his elephants stole a stately
mansion. His general appearance and attitude may be an homage to Yosemite Sam , the classic Warner
Brothers cartoon character. Known as Baron Greenteeth in the unbroadcast pilot episode. Commonly known
as the "Terrible Toad". In America, "Greenback" is slang for dollar bill in many regions, adding to the sense of
his commercial greed. Allegedly, he turned to a life of crime as a schoolboy when other children stole his
bicycle and let all the air out of its tyres. Stiletto Mafiosa voiced by Brian Trueman: He always called
Greenback "Barone", Italian for "Baron". In the original English version, he spoke with an Italian accent; to
avoid offending Italian-Americans, this was changed to a Cockney accent for U. Nickelodeon and all
references to his surname were removed as well, although, the Italian word "Barone" was retained. In several
episodes, a short silence after his first name is said and the next word is quite obvious. The original voicing
has been restored on all U. Today, modern audiences have no difficulties with accepting his accent, as it is
compared to Chico Marx of The Marx Brothers but the censors were less trustworthy of the melting-pot
audience of America then. Stiletto is accepted with good humour among the majority of the American
audience. A fluffy white caterpillar equivalent to the stereotypical white cat frequently associated with arch
villains, particularly Ernst Stavro Blofeld. Readily understood by Greenback and, less frequently, by Stiletto.
Of course, he lost this power when he was drenched in water. Leatherhead voiced by Terry Scott: Even less
intelligent than Stiletto, he only appeared in several of the early episodes, where he spent most of his time
reading comic books. In one episode, he attempted to undermine Danger Mouse by metamorphosing into a
Shirley Temple lookalike. In only one episode, "Penfold Transformed", as opposed to his stage name
"Augustus P. Crumhorn was rarely if ever seen among American audiences, who had to purchase the original
version aired on ITV to experience his ridiculousness. Crumhorn and Greenback were at odds; once Crumhorn
kidnapped Penfold and Penfold managed to escape simply because the two villains were too busy quarreling
to notice his absence. Count Duckula voiced by David Jason: A showbiz-obsessed vampire duck who wanted
to get his own show. This ongoing gag of him craving his own show and show business inspired a later
Cosgrove Hall spin-off series, titled Count Duckula , starring the Count himself. The two versions of the
character differ, however; the Danger Mouse Count Duckula is not a vegetarian, makes far greater use of his
vampiric magic, and has an accent consisting of a Daffy Duck -like lisp instead of the stereotypical
Transylvanian accent , as well as occasional stuttering and duck-like squawks and quacks. This discrepancy is
explained when his DM incarnation falls to ashes and is resurrected during the Astronomical House of
Asparagus. In England, Duckula has crisp vowels and an American-type accent. Obadiah voiced by Edward
Kelsey laugh only: Copper-Conk Cassidy voiced by Brian Trueman: A memorable one-shot villain who had
the distinctive characteristic of causing everyone who encountered him to literally fall to pieces in sheer terror.
He is described as a robed character and has a copper beak. He was done in when Penfold, missing his glasses
thanks to the villain, accidentally knocked him down a wishing well and then accidentally wished the well out
of existence, along with Cassidy himself. Doctor Franken stoat voiced by Brian Trueman: Another one-shot
villain who formed a temporary alliance with Count Duckula. Unlike his namesake, Frankenstoat built
machines to aid a bid for world domination rather than attempting to create life. As his last name suggests, he
is a stoat and wears bedroom slippers rather than shoes. Quark voiced by Brian Trueman: A short,
helmet-wearing, snout-nosed space alien who speaks with a Scottish accent. He plans to take over the world of
course! Assisted by his robot flunkie Grovel who does that very thing whenever his name is mentioned,
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forever frustrating Quark. Both of these characters only appeared in a few episodes. His first appearance in the
episode Quark! A hideous and sharp-toothed alien beast that the aforementioned Quark unleashed on Danger
Mouse and Penfold in one episode. El Loco voiced by Brian Trueman: A violent stereotypical Mexican
"Bandito" type criminal who packs a few pistols loaded with Mexican jumping beans. He was so named when
he "went off the rails at the age of three". He only appeared in two episodes. Mac, the Fork voiced by Brian
Trueman: A sneaky, Scottish snake who is most likely a parody of Mack, the Knife. He was a one shot villain
who planned to build an Earth shattering device which instead wound up shattering the building they were in,
due to defective blueprints with the help of Dudley Poyson see below. He also has a half-witted brother named
Mac the Spoon voiced by Edward Kelsey , who is far from dangerous. Dudley Poyson voiced by David Jason:
An owl who ran a chemist shop with aspirations of being a full-time scientist, who pairs up with Mac the Fork
see above. Also, a one shot villain.
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